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The World Bank de�nes a regional trade agreement (RTA) as a “treaty between tw
more governments that de�ne the rules of trade for all signatories.” There has be
substantial increase in the formation of RTAs over the last few decades. While on
RTAs were in operation in 1990, more than 300 had come into being in 2020. The
increasing global interest in RTAs. It is essential to see the commitment and invol
of Asia Paci�c countries towards economic agreements to realize the objective of
liberalization in the region.  In doing so, the Asia Paci�c Economic Cooperation (A
be useful as a case study for the reasons that it includes the majority of economie
region as well as it is easy to maintain the needed data for evaluation.
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The Asia Paci�c region is no exception. Since 1990, RTAs have been seen to overc
economic isolation and cut costs of trade. Moreover, negotiating as a region with
trading partners o�ered greater leverage and better deals. The formation of Asia
Economic Cooperation (APEC) in 1989 helped accelerate trade liberalization and o
up more economic opportunities for the member countries.

Pertinently, during the Shanghai summitof APEC leaders in 2001, a declaration wa
to promote free and open trade. The leaders reached an agreement, which allow
members to proceed faster in their trade liberalization if they chose to do so. Sinc
APEC leaders have endorsed RTAs even at sub-regional and bilateral levels.

It is important to note that APEC is akin to a forum. It is not a supranational entity
European Union. APEC allows member countries to take di�erent perspectives an
approaches to trade liberalization. Countries like Singapore and South Korea set 
deadlines to complete discussions of trade liberalization trade process with other
members. Others take it slow.

In the late 1990s, Japan reversed its position on RTAs and began to pursue bilater
deals with several countries in the Asia Paci�c. The Japanese tended to strike free
agreements mostly with other members of APEC, including Singapore, Mexico, th
Philippines, Malaysia, Chile, Thailand and Indonesia.

The recent surge in RTAs in the Asia Paci�c region indicates a political momentum
APEC economies to accelerate regional and unilateral trade liberalization. APEC m
states have a clear intention for extensive trade liberalization that acts in parallel 
World Trade Organization (WTO). Therefore, APEC has the potential to boost glob
and be strategically signi�cant to developed countries like Japan, China, the US an
Australia for their trade goals.

Most importantly, during the Shanghai summit of APEC leaders in 2001, a declara
made to promote free and open trade. The agreement allows members to proce
in trade liberalization. As a result, APEC leaders have endorsed RTA strategies — 
sub-regional and bilateral — that are already e�ective in the Asia Paci�c. Consequ
APEC economies have joined the global market trend toward bilateral and sub-re
preferential trade agreements. Yet this approach ran directly counter to APEC’s fr
and liberalization that should be open to all members. Even as RTAs proliferate, i
noting that not one free trade agreement signed in the Asia Paci�c region since th
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foundation of APEC lives up to the Bogor Goals.As per this declaration,signed by A
leaders in 1994, the Asia Paci�c region aims for “free and open trade and investm
later than 2010 for developed countries and the year 2020 for under-developed
countries.”

A real issue has been discussed on the trade agreement functions in APEC. For in
Australia has di�erent types of agreements with various countries within the regi
Thailand-Australia deal, under this agreement, Australia is permitted to extend no
nuisance tari�s — very low tari�s that are costly to collect — on textiles, clothing 
footwear beyond 2010. On the other hand, the Australia-US free trade agreemen
no new Australian market access in sugar and fast ferries for American companie
places limitations on other goods that break with the spirit of the Bogor Goals. As
APEC’s functions have become more and more unclear as there is no uni�cation o
agreements among APEC economies. This is to show that some economies within
region still practicing protectionism and in some sorts contradict the free and ope
targets.

Fourthly, it is well known that RTAs are very extensive and often cover many trad
like the focus on small and medium-sized enterprises and their role in increasing
trade and cooperation. However, reducing and eliminating tari�s is still the leadin
indicator of measuring the level of cooperation and free trade. The tari� reductio
mechanism of realizing open trade can also be seen as a way of measurement in
to evaluate APEC performance. The table below shows the APEC countries’ tari�
reductions from 1995 till 2018.

Table. APEC Progress on Tari�s Reduction, 1995-2018.

Members  1995 (%)  2010 (%)  2018 (%)

Australia      7.6 3.3 3

Brunei Darussalam      3.8 3.1 0.2

Canada      9.4 2.9 2.5

Chile      11 6.0 6.0

People’s Republic of China      23 9.3 9.5

Hong Kong, China      – – –

Indonesia      16.2 7.3 8.6
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Japan      3.7 2.9 2.8

South of Korea      7.8 7.4 7.5

Malaysia      11 6.5 6.2

Mexico      13.3 7.5 5.7

New Zealand      6.4 2.7 2.4 (2017)

Papua New Guinea      — 3.2 2.2

Peru  13.3 (1997)    5.5 2.8

The Philippines      19.9 6.0 5.7

Russia      12.2 8.6 5.8

Singapore      – – –

Thailand      21 8.9 8.4 (2015)

United States      5.8 3.9 3.8

Vietnam  16.3 (1999)    9.1 8.7

Source: Based on the World Bank database(1995; 2010; 2018).

Average tari�s in APEC countries declined signi�cantly from 16.6% in 1989 to 6.4%
2005. Moreover, average taxes are now less than 5%. Aside from Hong Kong and
Singapore, which both have 0% tari�s, there are eight members — Australia, Japa
Brunei, Canada, Papua New Guinea, the US and New Zealand — that have tari�s 
than 4%. On the other hand, six countries — Chile, South Korea, Indonesia, Russia
Philippines, Malaysia, and Mexico — have a tari� between 5% and 8%.As of 2018,
has the highest tari� at over 9.5%. The Middle Kingdom is still protective of its do
production. Peru remarkably cut its rate from 13.3% to 2.8% between 1995 and 2
Thailand also made a noteworthy reduction from 21% in 1995 to almost 8% in 20
Malaysia reduced its tari�s from 11% in 1995 to 6.2% in 2018.

The above statistics show that protectionism still active in some countries like Ch
Indonesia and Mexico, Vietnam, Chile and Russia. Therefore, the goals of free tra
not realized as the countries agreed, 2010 and 2020. However, the current situati
coronavirus pandemic cannot be an indicator of economic type or approach as a
countries in the world are trying di�erent solutions to protect the whole economy
being collapse. However, the pro-pandemic era can showcase in the Asia Paci�c t
change the bilateral and regional relations as countries may cooperate more and
their economies to overcome the cost of COVID-19.
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Even the reduction on tari�s and free trade, however, the free trade objective is n
complete for the bilateral relationships between economies where there are FTAs
According to Inter-American Development Bank “When the criterion is expanded 
include all applied advalorem tari�s of 5% or lower, the shares expand to 82 perc
56 percent, respectively, a signi�cant improvement, but still well short of all trade
Therefore, APEC economies need to work more on bilateral relations by engaging
advantages of FTAs.

The simple average applied dutieson all products have fallen from 6% to 4% in th
APEC industrial economies and from 13% to 7% for the 16 APEC developing econ
Moreover, these reductions in applied rates do not take into account some of the
multilateral trade successes over the last few years. For example, the conversion 
tari� barriers to import duties and increases in binding coverage contribute to tra
predictability. As a result of that, this can increase the trade among the countries
Asia Paci�c, as well as; it can give more opportunities for Direct Investment. The s
movement of investment and non-tari� barriers have increased the level of empl
in the region. For example, a lot of companies have moved from China, Japan and
Australia to Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. This movement has allowed more 
opportunities to be �xed on receiving countries.

On the other hand, the ongoing trade liberalization in the Asia Paci�c countries h
progressively moving to access RTAs in the region. The reduction of tari�s is the c
feature of APEC’s progress toward trade liberalization. For instance, APEC econom
pursued tari� reductions by implementing commitments made in RTAs since the
declaration in 1994. They have been successful in accomplishing the agreement d
di�erences between countries in implementing tari� reductions based on di�ere
approaches used.

Not only have achievements been made in cutting tari�s, but countries have also
increased the proportion of goods imported tari�-free and reduced non-tari� me
Furthermore, countries in the Asia Paci�c are trying to open up more services, ex
trade and liberalize investment through facilitation initiatives.

Yet new challenges could derail the process. The COVID-19 pandemic and the ens
lockdowns, in particular, could potentially harm the future of RTAs and trade libe
as it will increase the protectionism approach among some countries like China,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Chile and Russia. However, the current situation can also be 
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opportunity for more open trade to overcome the economic cost and issues raise
the pandemic, as well as, it may give a new direction to RTAs and cooperation in A
region…
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The U.S. stock market has long been dominated by institutional investors, with retail
investors accounting for only about 10% of the trading volume. In mid-2018, U.S.
institutional investors accounted for a whopping 93.2% of the market capitalization, w
retail investors accounted for less than 6%. The latest data shows that the retail tradin
boom is reshaping the U.S. stock market in the wake of the Covid-19 outbreak. Retail
stock trading in the United States is at its highest level in a decade. In the U.S. stock
market, which has traditionally been dominated by institutional investors, the trend of
retail investors picking up is becoming a new phenomenon with structural implication
U.S. capital markets.

In the face of the pandemic, the stay-at-home young American generation has started
trading in the stock market. In addition, the zero-commission model of online brokera
has attracted a large number of retail investors in the U.S., who have become increasi
active as the U.S. stock market continues to hit record highs. Robinhood Market Inc.’s
exposure in �nancial news and stock forums has skyrocketed recently. Robinhood is tCONTINUE READING
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Today, we face one of the greatest challenges of our generation. In just a short span o
time, the coronavirus pandemic has upended lives and livelihoods around the world,
exacerbating longstanding socioeconomic inequalities and plunging global �nancial
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markets into a deep recession. As the virus gradually made its way throughout Southe
Asia earlier this year, border controls further debilitated economies around the region
many of which were reliant on both regional and international tourism as a main drive
economic growth. Yet, despite the heavy toll of the coronavirus pandemic on the ASEA
economy, several jurisdictions have emerged more resilient than ever.

This is, of course, not a new phenomenon. In many ways, history is repeating itself and
need to look no further than the 2003 SARS epidemic which was arguably responsible
accelerating major tech developments across China’s e-commerce and digital paymen
ecosystem. Holed up in their homes, Chinese consumers were forced to turn to
previously untrusted e-commerce sites and virus-proof contactless payment options i
th l f b i k d t t f t d h D it b i h b d
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The extreme abnormal is now the new normal; across the world, the pandemic
a�ecting hundreds of millions small medium businesses but soon will come back with
double the bounce, because the billion plus displaced workers may never go back to t
previous mandates. The technology revolutions and national mobilization of
entrepreneurialism will create quantum leaps in growth of these new SME creations.
Government agencies already mandated to foster economic growth, will highly apprec
acquiring the new well-framed narratives with special skills on mobilization to tackle s
mammoth challenges and downstream right guidance.

The Mastery of Covidism; the �ne art of understanding tactical battle�elds of
economies, now the science of national mobilization to uplift productivity and
performances are new gifts from pandemic recovery. Observe the sudden rise and fal
present economic leaderships, around the world, the new policies, executions and new
thinking on economic development models. The silent revolution of grassroots prospe
has arrived The billion displaced are restless The economic progress of any nation is
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